
      

FITZ ROY AND PERITO MORENO GLACIER TREKKING

This is a classic trekking in El Calafate and El Chaltén, that in a few days we can tour these natural monuments.
During the trip, the trekking to Cerro Torre and Glacier Piedras are included, while we cross typical landscapes of

the rugged and quiet Patagonia.
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8 days -7 nights

This trekking is dedicated to the National Glacier Park making trails for the Lagoon Capri, the Fitz Roy Mountain Base and La
Laguna de los Tres, visiting the Glacier and the Lagoon Torre until we arrive at El Calafate and walk the Perito Moreno Glacier.

This is an intermediate level walk and is ideal for those that do not have the time available to undertake the Patagonian Trekking
Full or the Patagonian Adventure Full. Here is a program of only 8 days to walk the National Glacier Park trails taking in the most
important features from the Fitz Roy and Torre Mountains together with the Laguna Capri until the Perito Moreno Glacier in El
Calafate.

Our adventure begins in El Calafate where we have the 䎧픀rst group meeting to listen to and get to know the basic instructions
needed to commence the tour. We then go until El Chaltén crossing the Patagonian plains by the Ruta 40 in the northern direction
and then turn o䎠泀 for El Chaltén. We walk along the most attractive trails especially to arrive to the Fitz Roy mountain base: La
Laguna de los Tres, after having previously passed the Cascada del Chorillo.

Also we walk beside the Laguna Capri. We arrive to the Laguna Torre and the Torre Glacier following the Fitz Roy River down the
Torre Mountain valley. Towards the end of the tour we leave El Chaltén to journey to El Calafate and the Perito Moreno Glacier, one
of the most imposing glaciers in the world that has the special feature of being in full advance compared to the regression of the
rest of the glaciers.

Day 1 - El Calafate

Reception at El Calafate airport and transferred to a hostel or hosteria. The name of this town comes from a bush with a lot of
needles, the Berberis microphylla, whose 䎩�owers are yellow and it is typical in this region of Patagonia, its fruits are royal purple in
colour. The climate is dry and temperatures oscillate between -5° in winter and the 20°s in summer.

Lodging: Hostel room with shared bathroom. // Hosteria or Inn, double or single room with private bathroom
Meals we provide: Dinner
From / To: El Calafate / El Calafate

Day 2 - El Calafate - El Chaltén

After breakfast we go to the town of El Chaltén that is in the Santa Cruz Province, on the Andes Mountain Range, very close to the
Fitz Roy and Torre mountains and the banks of the Río de las Vueltas. It is a town whose fundamental activities are related to
trekking, rafting, horse riding and mountaineering. Apart from the Fitz Roy Mountains its major attractions include the Viedma
Lake, the Lake del Desierto, Lagoon Capri, the Piedras Glacier and la Lagoon de los Tres.

We travel a little more than 200 kilometres north and then leave the ruta 40 and take the road to El Chaltén where we can see the
Viedma Lake to our left. We go directly to our camp lodgings in the National Glacier Park and for this reason we need to take the
minimal and indispensible requirements for the three days of trekking. We take the trail that runs alongside the Río de las Vueltas
until we reach the principle viewpoint of the Fitz Roy Mountain. We then continue by the Lago de los Patos until we 䎧픀nally reach
our camp site at the Lagoon Capri.

Lodging: Lagoon Capri Full Camp in double or single tent (rural area)
Meals we provide: Breakfast, box lunch, dinner
From / To: El Calafate / El Chalten / Lagoon Capri
Duration: 3 hours
Di䎡찀culty: Intermediate

Day 3 - Fitz Roy Mountain: From La Cascada Chorrillo del Salto until La Laguna de los Tres

After breakfast we make our way to the Chorrillo del Salto and until the Base Camp of the Fitz Roy Mountain: River Blanco. The
Chorrillo del Salto is a waterfall of some 20 metres of height that we 䎧픀nd hidden in the middle of the forest. This waterfall is close
to the end of the River Chorrillo, before it enters the River De Las Vueltas. From there we have a steep slope of 400 metres before
we reach one of the most important points: La Laguna de Los Tres. Here we can appreciate the Fitz Toy Mountain with its
extraordinary ice needles that reach to a height of 1500 metres. This climb is hard, but manageable, the end part is stony. You
arrive to La Laguna de Los Tres openmouthed admiring the impressive view of the mountain and its surrounds, more beautiful than
you can imagine.





















Before we learn the descent we take advantage of the wonderful silence to regain our energy. Very close to the Laguna de Los Tres
is the Lagoon Sucia, another work of nature. If we are lucky then we will see some of the magni䎧픀cent condors, which live in these
heights, 䎩�ying around. After, we return to our camp at the Lagoon Capri, relaxing after an intense day with 䎧픀ve hours of trekking
that will have been really worth it for the unforgettable memories of the area that we will take home with us.

Lodging: Lagoon Capri Full Camp in double or single tent (rural area)
Meals we provide: Breakfast, box lunch, dinner.a
From / To: Lagoon Capri / Lagoon de Los Tres / Lagoon Capri
Duration: 8 hours
Di䎡찀culty: Intermediate

Day 4 - Leaving the Laguna Capri to reach the Lagoon Torre

We leave from the Laguna Capri to reach the way that goes to the Valle de las Lagunas Madre y Hija. This trail is where the one
from the Laguna Torre meets the one from the Laguna de Los Tres. This part of the trail is relatively easy without too much of a
slope. During the trek we have some unique views of the Torre Mountains, Standhart, Adela, Grande and Solo. We pass by a very
dense forest of lengas and Antarctic beeches, with a high formation of mallines, before going down to the Mountain Torre Valley
where 䎩�ows the River Fitz Roy which we follow until its source in the Laguna Torre. Before we arrive at the Laguna we pass the
rough Padre de Agostini camp site that is the base for the more intense and long expeditions. We walk another 500 metres to
arrive at the Laguna. This Laguna is surrounded by morenas, and the here we see the icebergs that are deposited from the western
front of the Glaciar Grande. The landscape here includes the magni䎧픀cent ice needles of the Torre Mountain that are more than
3,000 metres high.

Lodging: Cerro Torre Full Camp in double or single tent (rural area)
Meals we provide: Breakfast, box lunch, dinner
From / To: Lagoon Capri / Lagoon Torre
Duration: 5 hours
Di䎡찀culty: Intermediate

Day 5 - Getting to know the Lagoon and Glacier Torre and the return to El Chaltén

We make the trekking around the Lagoon Torre obtaining some formidable views of the Solo Mountain and the Adel Glacier. As an
option it is possible to take a trek over the Mountain Torre Glacier. This trek requires a good physical e䎠泀ort and we need to walk
over the glacier in order to reach the extraordinary views of the vertical walls of the Torre Mountain. We put on our crampons to be
able to tread on the ice and explore the crevices, drains and caverns, arriving to the blocks of broken ice that have fallen from the
di䎠泀erent walls of ice with diverse slopes. In late afternoon we return by the River Fitz Roy and the Mountain Torre trail, a journey of
approximately three hours.

Lodging: Hostel room with shared bathroom. // Hosteria or Inn, double or single room with private bathroom
Meals we provide: Breakfast, box lunch and dinner
From / To: Lagoon Torre / Glacier Torre / El Chaltén
Duration: 5 hours
Di䎡찀culty: Intermediate to intense

Day 6 - We leave from El Chaltén to return to El Calafate

We breakfast in the Hostel. This day we have a rest day after three days of trekking in the National Glacier Park. We can take the
free day to get to know the town of El Chaltén to visit its chapel or go to the Lago del Desierto, famous for its historic border
con䎩�ict between Argentina and Chile and being one of the prettiest sites of the region.

Lodging: Hostel room with shared bathroom. Alternative: Hosteria or Inn, double or single room with private bathroom
Meals we provide: Breakfast
From / To: El Chaltén / El Calafate

Day 7 - Perito Moreno Glacier: Walking until the Canal de los Témpanos (Iceberg Canal)

After breakfast in the hostel, we take the journey to the Magallan Peninsular to visit the Perito Moreno Glacier, which originates
from the Southern Patagonian Ice Fields. After travelling the 80 kilometres to the glacier we have a short trek to take us to the







































Iceberg Canal. After taking some time to see the spectacular force of nature that results in the continuous and loud icefalls from
the glacier walls, we return to El Calafate.

The Perito Moreno Glacier that extends from the southern side of the Lago Argentino has a frontage of some 5 kilometres and a
height up to 60 metres. It is known as one of the earth's most impacting glaciers and is considered to be one of the wonders of the
world. It is situated inside the National Glacier Park in a zone covered in forests and cordoned by the Andes Mountains.

Lodging: Hostel room with shared bathroom. // Hosteria or Inn, double or single room with private bathroom
Meals we provide: Breakfast
From / To: El Calafate / Glacier Perito Moreno / El Calafate
Duration: 1 hour
Di䎡찀culty: Mild

Day 8 - El Calafate - the Airport of El Calafate

We are taken from El Calafate on our last day of adventure and transferred to the Calafate Airport.

Lodging: Hostel room with shared bathroom. // Hosteria or Inn, double or single room with private bathroom
Meals we provide: Breakfast
From / To: El Calafate / El Glaciar Perito Moreno / El Calafate

Services

Included:

Bilingual tour leader for all the trekking
Mountain guide
Excursion to the Perito Moreno Glacier
Transfers during the trekking by public and private transport
Lodgings according to the itinerary and that is
Meals described in the program

Not Included:

Entrance to the national parks
Medical insurance
Life Assurance
Tips
Drinks
Air tickets
Optional excursions and all services which are not included in the journey program

Season 2016-2017

Prices and outputs of the Trekking to Patagonia 2016-2017

08 Days / 07 Nights

Prices

HOSTEL

Spanish language Other languages

ROOM DOUBLE ROOM SINGLE ROOM ROOM DOUBLE ROOM SINGLE ROOM

Season High 1.524 USD 1.670 USD 2.006 USD 1.595 USD 1.747 USD 2.100 USD
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Season Low 1.435 USD 1.582 USD 1.918 USD 1.506 USD 1.659 USD 2.012 USD

Departures (Spanish language / English language)

OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR

Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure

01OCT16 08OCT16 05NOV16 12NOV16 03DEC16 10DEC16 07JAN17 14JAN17 04FEB17 11FEB17 04MAR17

08OCT16 15OCT16 12NOV16 19NOV16 10DEC16 17DEC16 14JAN17 21JAN17 11FEB17 18FEB17 11MAR17

15OCT16 22OCT16 19NOV16 26NOV16 17DEC16 24DEC16 21JAN17 28JAN17 18FEB17 25FEB17 18MAR17

22OCT16 29OCT16 26NOV16 03DEC16 24DEC16 31DEC16 28JAN17 04FEB17 25FEB17 04MAR17 25MAR17

29OCT16 05NOV16 31DEC16 07JAN17

Departures (German language)

OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR

Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure

01OCT16 08OCT16 12NOV16 19NOV16 03DEC16 10DEC16 14JAN17 21JAN17 04FEB17 11FEB17 18MAR17

22OCT16 29OCT16 24DEC16 31DEC16 25FEB17 04MAR17

Departures (Language French)

OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR

Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure

08OCT16 15OCT16 19NOV16 26NOV16 10DEC16 17DEC16 21JAN17 28JAN17 11FEB17 18FEB17 04MAR17

29OCT16 05NOV16 31DEC16 07JAN17 25MAR17

Departures (Italian language)

OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR

Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure Arrival Departure

15OCT16 22OCT16 05NOV16 12NOV16 17DEC16 24DEC16 07JAN17 14JAN17 18FEB17 25FEB17 11MAR17

26NOV16 03DEC16 28JAN17 04FEB17

Lodging

Lodging 01 02 03 04 05 06 07



 CONSULTAR   RESERVAR

ARGENTINIAN EXPLORER

Av. Callao 531 Piso 3° Depto. “B”, (C1022AAR) Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Teléfono: +54 11 4371-8055 - email: ventas@argentinianexplorer.com - Web: http://argentinianexplorer.com

Hostel Double Room with Private Bathroom     

Hostel with Shared Bathroom     

Camp Full Base Double (Wild area)  

Additional Single       

General information

Recommended gear for the trekking

The following is the suggest equipment and clothing required for the trekking:

50 litre rucksack
Synthetic interior garments
Long Sleeved T-Shirt and another of cotton
Walking trousers
Under trousers without feet
Polar jumper
A pair of leggings and a pair of gloves
Two pairs of woolen socks
Two pairs of light socks
Walking shoes
Woolen hat (better woolen than 䎧픀bre)
Sun visor
Hand and bath towel
Sun glasses
Sun cream protector
Torch
Walking sticks (fundamental)
Documents necessary to enter to Chile (Passport etc.)
Personal medicines
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